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Nowadays, Professor Milan Demo is probably the

most prolific author in the field of agriculturď sciences

in Slovakia. Less than a year ďter the publication of his

book "sustainable Development", a comprehensive pub-

lication compiled by him with the help of other eminent

specialists is available.

In this field there has been no such a comprehensive

and clearly organized book since the publication of "Ag-

ricultural 
-Sysiems" 

written by academician Kudrna' It

will serve p.i**lty as a university textbook but at the

same tíme it would be much appreciated by agrarian

sfecialists. Despite its highly scientific lel:l':he book is

easy to understand, clearly organized and links together

.oňrnon knowledge with new scientific information' It

forces the reader to think and offers alternative solutions

for practical problems. In the main chapters general in-

forÁation gradually turns into important details and vice

versa.
The book itself is divided into 5 basic parts and

,,' 
.8 

chapters. The introductory chapter of the first part

aeďs iittr the landscape as the subject of production

process and on the other hand, the next chapter describes

iroduction process in the landscape' Speciď attention is

pJa a soii which is dealt with as the main object of

production process and to water understood as a generď

medium of, substance and energy transformations'

The second part of the book is concerned with the

regulation of energy processes in agriculturď Systems'

The book as a whole and its parts in particular are

systematically organized which is essential for the spe-

cialists in farming'
The main emphasis is placed on the systems of pro-

duction process regulation in farming landscape espe-

ciatty on biological and mechanical regulatory technolo-

gies. es for the biological regulatory technologies' the

íttention has been drawn to crop selection' seed and

seedlings, crop rotations and biologicď methods for con-

trolling harmful factors.

As }ar as mechanical regulatory technologies aÍe con-

cerned, soil cultivation problems come first, (accompa-

nied by numeÍous diagrams, photographs of tools and

machines used for soil cultivation)' then amelioration'

and finďly, mechanical regulation of harmful factors'

Chemical regulatory technologies are divided into

biogenic and abiogenic ones and are dealt with in quite

a sňphfied way. Those interested in chemical regulation

of hanďul faciors, plant nutrition and regulatory sub-

stances application will have to go to other sources for

further iniormation. One chapter is devoted to weed

regulation.
It can be said in general that biological and ecological

aspects of production processes dominate in the book'

Th" -ort positive features of the book are a preference

for methoás supporting a sustainable development' a ho-

listic and systematic concept, a rational approach and for

ďternative solutions.
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